Rishu Sondhi
Email ID- rishumathS(@gmail.com
Contact No. +9 1 -988 897 6643
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To get a challenging position of lecturer in which I can utilize my experience and make the bri

of students.

An innovative and knowledgeable professional.
Proficient in developing new lessons and activities to expand learning opportunities.
Extensive parlicipation on committees and extra-curricular activities.
Excellent knowledge of the subject and also has great practical knowledge.
Profrcient in giving conceptual knowledge.
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M.Sc from Dr. B.R. Ambedkar University, Agra in year 2012 with72.|oh.
B.A. from Guru Arjun Der. Government College, Tarn Taran affiliated with Guru Nanak Dev
University in year 2009 ri itli 57%.
Passed higher secondary frorn PSEB board in year 2006 wrth 660/0.
oh.
Passed high school from PSEB board in year 2004 with'13.2
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Excellent interpersonal skills.
Strong analytical, logical and mathematical skills.
Excellent comrnunication skills in written and verbal both.
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Employ differentiated teaching methods, incorporating, audio and visual activities to address all learning
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Provide individualized instruction to keep all students at expected skill level.
Identiff and organize field trips to enhance curriculum.
Meet with parents to discuss progress and address behavior or mastery issues.
Develop discipline plans and work closely with at-risk students.
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Abilit)'in clarifving the doubts.
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Computer Knowledge
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Proficient in basic use of computer.
Software installation and using ski11s"
Experl in power point and other software utilities.
Achievements
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Proficient in Vedic Mathematics.
Attending many seminars and deliver many speeches as guest faculty.
Successfully organized workshop for more than 1000 students.

Languages Known: English, Hindi and Puniabi
Address: H.No. 181249, Kashmirian Street, Bhan Singh Chowk, Tarn Taran
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